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A neighbourhood crisis
On a bright sunny Saturday afternoon in early June 2018, tenants from an
Ottawa, Canada, neighbourhood known as Herongate packed a large meeting
room at the local community centre. A tight-knit group of neighbours, mostly
Somali and Arab, made up the majority of the gathering. They were there to
discuss strategies to defend their homes and by extension the supportive enclave
they had fostered over decades. Just over three weeks earlier, on May 7, their
$10-billion corporate landlord notified them—all 105 households of them—of
its plan to demolish their entire block of row townhouses.
The landlord, Toronto-based Timbercreek Asset Management, wrote in
this notice: “the homes … are reaching the end of their building lifecycle …
25% of these homes are no longer viable” (Timbercreek Communities 2018).
Tenants knew their homes were not condemned, even after the succession of
corporate landlords had strategically neglected the property—cracked foundations were left unrepaired, original windows were never replaced and leaking
roofs ignored, among other issues. Tenants knew their landlord was unwilling to
spend money on repairs, but they also knew their three and four-bedroom brick
townhouses, built in the late 1960s by Ottawa-based developer Minto in the en
vogue French Eclectic Mansard style, were solid and sturdy. Tenants took care of
them. Many families were raising their children there. Some older tenants had
lived in their home for over 40 years, their children long-since moved out. What
did Timbercreek mean by “no longer viable?”
At the meeting on June 2, while children drew portraits of their homes and
wrote messages like “We are staying” and “We live here” on white Coroplast
boards, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing Leilani
Farha, herself from Ottawa, stood at the front of the room and told tenants what
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Timbercreek was doing was a gross violation of international human rights, all in
pursuit of profits. She later told organizers of the meeting that when she stepped
into the room, the demographic makeup of the tenants immediately struck her.
People from the neighbourhood already were well aware. This was a neighbourhood of Black and brown people targeted for revitalization and redevelopment,
to be replaced by higher-paying, primarily white tenants, the plan engineered
by powerful developers and landlords, and with the full support of the Ottawa
city government.
Over the course of the summer 2018, organizers with the Herongate Tenant
Coalition—composed of tenants from Timbercreek’s property and adjacent
rentals—conducted an extensive census of that block. The results were staggering: 93% were People of Colour, and there were on average 5.4 people per house,
meaning around 550 people, including over 200 children, were being pushed
out. While the goal of the tenant committee was to prevent the demolition and
for tenants to stay in their homes, all households were eventually forced out due
to a variety of tactics employed by Timbercreek.
The extent to which Timbercreek, a financialized landlord with an extensive toolbox of tactics to increase their investment yields, maximizes profits and
exploits marginalized tenant bases was soon revealed to tenants in Herongate.
These tactics, and the driving forces behind them, are discussed in this chapter,
as well as methods to impede and challenge them in the form of both direct
action and policy changes, both of which reduce harm caused by capital accumulation. This chapter examines the uneven development spread across different
geographies, in particular how exploitation and discrimination occur by consistently displacing the surplus labour supply and how immigration is the single most dominant fundamental (a market term denoting a factor that ensures
profitability) in the rental housing industry in Canada.

Financialization of housing and global capital
Finance is an international system, what Greek economist Yanis Varoufakis likens to a global vacuum cleaner of capital (Varoufakis 2015). The impacts of
globalization on cities manifests as a replication of the processes of economic
production, which can be found in city after city around the world:
“some cities—New York, Tokyo, London, Sao Paulo, Hong Kong,
Toronto, Miami, Sydney, among others—have evolved into transnational
market ‘spaces.’ As such cities have prospered, they have come to have
more in common with one another than with regional centres in their
own nation-states, many of which have declined in importance. … [T]he
impact of global processes radically transforms the social structure of cities
themselves—altering the organization of labour, the distribution of earnings, the structure of consumption, all of which in turn create new patterns
of urban social inequality” (Sassen 1994).
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The industries that drive capital accumulation in one part of the world can be
found (in some form or another) anywhere else on the planet. This section examines how the global mechanisms of the professionally managed real estate investment market (worth USD 9.6 trillion in 2019) (Teuben and Neshat 2020) and the
broad pension funds sector (worth USD 32 trillion in 2019) (OECD 2020) are
felt at a local district, neighbourhood and even building level.
Canada has the fifth largest pension fund industry in the world, valued at
USD 1.5 trillion. Many of these funds, particularly those in the public sector,
have ethical commitments around “socially responsible investing” which generally entail staying away from weapons, alcohol, and gambling, among other
controversial industries. As institutional investors, large pension funds have
found stable, and supposedly ethical, returns in the residential rental industry. International asset managers and real estate investment trusts (REITs) use
multi-family assets (also known as apartment buildings) as financial vehicles to
attract investors, such as teachers’ and public service employees’ pension funds,
based on the relatively low capitalization rate (which is an indicator of risk) of
rental housing.
The financialization of housing, then, “remakes homes into assets” (August
2020) by converting a basic human necessity—shelter—into a stable return
on investment. These companies, such as Timbercreek (the largest landlord in
Herongate), use the reliability of rent collection and the necessity of housing
for survival as a key selling point: “When we are looking for ways to generate a
predictable yield on an apartment building, where the rent comes from tenants
who are paying for a roof over their heads, is far more predictable than owning
a shopping mall where the tenants’ ability to pay rent is driven by sales of a business” (Threndyle 2009). An executive with Swedish-based Akelius, which owns
more than 47,000 apartment units across Sweden, Germany, Canada, England
and France, told an industry magazine, “We have a responsibility to deliver basic
human needs to our customers” (Rental Housing Business 2014). Individuals
can also buy stocks of the landlord companies that are publicly-traded, effectively becoming partial owners of an apartment building. Western Canadian
crown corporation the Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo)
is a major investor in Toronto corporate landlord MetCap while the Teachers’
Retirement Allowances Fund, the pension fund for teachers in the province
of Manitoba, were partial owners of the Herongate property through one of
Timbercreek’s holding companies.
The financialization of housing can also be understood on a broader scale
as the development of global inequality as a result of neoliberal, post-interventionist capitalism. The mainstream narrative surrounding postwar globalization is predominantly a discourse dictated by Western capitalist hegemony,
in which the global South exists as a resource and labour rich economy for
the plundering. Understood by many instead as an insidious by-product of
Western imperialism and colonialism, this neo-colonialism is cancerous to
the fabric of a righteous, healthy society with intentions for an equitable,
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sustainable future. Arguably, at the centre of many of these contemporary
international struggles lies the unregulated free market, and the proliferation
of capital over humanity, regardless of global frameworks attempting to mitigate uneven development.
Despite the severe detriment to indigenous populations, ancient natural
infrastructure has suffered mass eradication and natural economies disrupted in
the name of global economic progress and development. And so, one must ask:
how many lives have been stolen for Western measures of progress? How many
cultures have been destroyed? To this day, socio-political inequality proliferates under the veil of global economic prosperity, and the most vulnerable are
exploited as underpaid labourers, risking death and dismemberment working in
unregulated industries under shoddy and unsafe conditions for measly profits of
which the bulk instead line the pockets of private industry owners, or even as
victims of modern slavery, forced to work themselves to the bone with little to
no financial compensation.
The neo-colonial influence on the larger global political economy, as well
as the rampant economic exploitation of populations made vulnerable through
both the deregulation of the free market and the complicity of the nation state,
reveal an undeniable link between colonial powers basking in the newfound
wealth of postwar globalization and former colonies suffering as a result of the
economic disparity:
In many developing countries, the post colonial period brought immense
wealth to the elite and increased the impoverishment of the poor majority.
… Meanwhile, traditional ways of life and subsistence are sacrificed to cash
crops in order to service foreign debt. The processes of modernization and
globalization in the world economy have had a profound impact on indigenous peoples and the small-scale subsistence farming which supported
them. The forced shift from subsistence to cash-crop agriculture, the loss
of common land and government policies which suppress farm income in
favour of cheap food for booming urban populations have all helped to
bankrupt millions of peasants and drive them from their land and sometimes into slavery (Bales 2000).
Tried and true imperialism and colonialism may purportedly be relics of the
past, but their mutations have dictated and informed the politics and culture surrounding globalization and the broader international community. Frameworks
attempting to mitigate the resulting strife and massive inequity have been
brought forth by a multitude of intergovernmental organizations, but none so
comprehensive as the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals and the
subsequent Sustainable Development Goals.
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals sprung into existence
as a continuation of the Millennium Development Goals, an extensive set of
targets addressing poverty, hunger, gender inequality, and other societal ills.
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Each of the 191 member nation states consented to achieve the MDGs by 2015.
When this was not the case, the United Nations General Assembly then set
forth the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, which are described as interconnected efforts in addressing global inequality by 2030. However, within
a late stage capitalist society, establishing the unequivocal rights of all men is
a daunting task, as the unregulated free market not only sanctions, but fundamentally encourages profit to the highest degree. This particularly rings
true for Goal 1 and Goal 11 of the SDGs doctrine as they relate to the current
housing crisis, “ending poverty” and “making cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” (United Nations 2020). As housing is
increasingly financialized within global markets, putting an end to endemic
disenfranchisement and adequately housing rapidly growing urban populations
becomes increasingly arduous.
The fulfilment of the SDGs and any framework encouraging global human
progress requires a distinct level of integrated processes, and despite the United
Nations’ uncontestable insistence of the nature of the goals as interlinked, there
exists within the agenda no comprehensive strategy or approach to adequately
employ these sustainable measures (Lempert 2017). With no real means to stimulate international compliance or enforce the SDGs, it appears international actors
are free to pay lip service and then continue their individualist agendas, once
again prioritizing profit over people and furthering uneven development.

Immigration, labour and marginal areas
On the outskirts of Ottawa, a global superpower has set up shop. Amazon opened
a one-million square foot warehouse in 2019 in Carlsbad Springs, a rural community with no public transit access. Every day, six hundred full-time workers head
to the facility on Amazon Way. Amazon warehouse job advertisements hang in
welfare offices across the city. It is these low-wage jobs, inaccessible by public
transit, that ensure precarious and dangerous work will be available for new
immigrants and tenants housed in large rental districts. Ottawa has announced
the construction of a second Amazon warehouse in another far corner of the city.
The peri-urban area (throughout the literature is called the backcountry, hinterland, diffuse urbanism, Zwischenstadt (“in-between city”), extended metropolitan areas) (Davis 2007) has consistently been the site of new industrialization.
Two connected, but distinguishable, areas can be identified: the “far” hinterland
and the “near” hinterland. The former is largely rural although it “also includes
large urban zones of collapse, which exhibit almost identical characteristics.” It is
a site characterized equally by resource extraction and production as the prevalence of the informal economy—black markets, illegal drugs and human trafficking. The near hinterland is largely suburban or peri-urban, from the sprawling
suburbia’s of North America to the banlieues of Europe to the slum cities of
Africa and Latin America. It is here where most of the world’s population lives
(Neel 2018).
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These outlier areas are crucial in understanding uneven development
because this is where populations of wage earners and new immigrants predominantly live. Development occurs here not only to provide housing and
accommodate the masses, but to exploit these populations using predatory
practices of neglect and displacement. The perimeters of cities are where many
migrants, both internal and external, first land and where they often take root
and establish enclaves.
In Ottawa, Herongate was originally developed to house displaced working
class people from the downtown area LeBreton Flats, near Parliament Hill, that
was expropriated by the federal government in the name of urban renewal. The
railway was moved from LeBreton Flats to the far south end of the city in 1964
(Picton 2009) and the working class population followed suit, as property on the
margins is of low value to the ruling class. The federal land use planning agency
commented on such industrial, working class areas:
“The land value plan of Ottawa, Hull and vicinity is an excellent guide
for the planner; its direct relation to the urgent problems to be solved
is obvious: railroad situations, blighted areas, congested and unsanitary
housing, are clearly incident to sections of the cities where land values are
comparatively low. Improvement of such sections is therefore made possible, and, by fostering land revaluation, becomes a profitable operation”
(Picton 2015).
As working class populations are repeatedly displaced over time for a variety of
reasons, including the reduced profitability of maintaining older properties, the
economics of new builds and the construction industry, the growth of cities, and
the increasing need for capitalism’s dispossessed surplus army of labour, landlords
remain ready to seize this opportunity to cash in on crises. Rentals, especially
apartments towers (referred to in the industry as multi-residential assets) due
to their density and the economy of scale, are a main site of uneven development primarily driven by the business practices weaponized by landlords (August
2020).
Immigration, low-wage employment centres and the resource industry, in
addition to lax tenant protection laws, are the forces that drive financial corporations into the rental housing market. In 1997, the Ontario legislature passed
a law which abolished rent control on vacant units and introduced a loophole
for landlords to increase rents on occupied units. This loophole took the form
of the Above Guideline Increase (AGI), which allows landlords in Ontario to
raise rents above the annual rent increase amount fixed to the governmentdetermined Consumer Price Index. Landlords can submit applications for higher
rent increases, which are almost always approved, to the Ontario Landlord and
Tenant Board based on certain irregular expenses. These AGIs have spurred
large tenant actions across Ontario in the form of rent strikes and public shaming
campaigns against landlords. The first Real Estate Investment Trust (REITs are
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one of the main financial structures used in the financialization of multi-family
rental housing), was formed at just this time (August 2020).
Global flows of immigration and patterns of uneven development are easily linked to Herongate in Ottawa. Timbercreek has been open about the role
immigration and low housing supply play in ensuring high revenues (in the
case of landlords, revenues are almost exclusively derived from monthly rents).
In 2016, Timbercreek’s co-founder Ugo Bizzarri said, “The demographics for
rental is very strong. There’s a lot of immigration. There’s a lot of population
demand. The seniors are selling their homes and they want to rent. From a
real estate-fundamentals (perspective), rental is a very strong market” (Duggan
2016). Bizzarri is quoted as saying “that few apartments have been built over the
past 40 years. At the same time, ‘we are adding almost a million people every 10
years, and among newcomers to Toronto around 80% have a preference for renting’” (O’Dea and Schwartz-Driver 2014). By exposing Timbercreek on multiple
fronts, through academia, the news media and on-the-ground organizing, it is
now clear that “Timbercreek’s profits are linked to displacement. … ‘the business
plan … is to roll the tenants’” (August 2020).
Timbercreek, the seventh largest landlord in Canada in 2017, is known to
be one of the most flagrant actors when it comes to employing these tactics of
financialized landlords. In Herongate, they have weaponized daily operations in
the form of “active management.” This involves evicting tenants—called “lease
rollover”—to take advantage of vacancy decontrol and regular “contractual rent
increases.” It also means they will do cosmetic upgrades to their buildings rather
than repairs to tenants’ units: “Things like renovating an apartment building’s
lobby or adding high-end amenities can generate higher rents over the long
term” (Timbercreek 2019).
The interplay between the cyclical displacement of working class populations,
immigration, and the development of perimeter areas relative to city centres, is at
the core of the majority of exploitation and uneven development. Commentary
by bankers and real estate executives reveals how significant these factors are. As
an industry magazine wrote in 2014, “For developers, immigration has been the
secret saviour” (Goodman Report 2014). A senior executive at CBRE, a major
real estate investment firm, told the same magazine, “intensification [is] finally
happening in the traditionally marginal areas.” The Deputy Chief Economist
of CIBC World Markets Inc., the investment banking arm of the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, the fifth biggest bank in Canada, said that given
consistent immigration, “the propensity to rent will be higher than ever” (ibid.)
In the US, immigration also constitutes a “critical contribution” to the rental and
labour forces. Immigrants make up 20% of all renter households, and a third of
trades workers ( Joint Centre for Housing Studies of Harvard University 2019).
This interplay is also what creates the conditions for revolt and uprisings.
The people on the margins are pushed until they cannot take it anymore. In
China, electronics manufacturing giant Foxconn has built so-called “Foxconn
cities” throughout the country, each employing tens of thousands to hundreds
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of thousands of employees. The largest of these “cities” is Longhua Town, on
the outskirts of megacity Shenzhen, which consists of 15 factories. In September
2012, 2,000 workers at the “city” in Taiyuan rioted after experiencing abuse from
police and unlivable conditions in the Foxconn dormitories, but the riot quickly
“shifted the focus on to broader living conditions, particularly for migrant workers who live in thousands of factory dormitories around the country” (Martina
2012). The global pattern of further exploiting marginalized groups is a vicious
cycle. In the case of Foxconn’s operations in China, the surplus population of
labour to feed its factories derives from internally displaced populations housed
in massive complexes (Chuang 2017).

Unhoused
It comes as no surprise that societies across the globe are currently undergoing a widespread housing and homelessness crisis. Within Canadian cities
alone, affordable and equitable housing is disappearing at a previously unseen
rate, largely due to the unrestrained financialization of housing, and housing
increasingly viewed as a commodity rather than a necessity. As a result, compounded by a lack of social systems acting as a safety net, the scale of homelessness has skyrocketed, forcing victims and their families into shelters or onto
the streets.
With public expenditure for affordable housing thrust to the wayside, and
developers pouring money into local city councils, pushing their own selfinterest in lieu of public good, low income tenants must not only reckon with
growing rents, but are routinely forced into precarious housing situations.
These issues are further exacerbated by corporations strategically positioning
ownership of housing as vehicles of profit, therein transforming housing into
commercial streams of income for investors. Within the global free market,
housing is viewed as a commodity, and so REITs, as well as asset management
firms, are well within their rights to buy up vast swaths of land and pour millions of dollars into housing infrastructure, if only to expand their portfolio. In
order to create a return on their investment, financialized landlords must raise
rents at an astronomical rate, replacing disadvantaged, low income tenants with
the wealthy, and more often than not, destroying working class communities
of colour.
Within the city sanctioned urban revitalization of a Toronto neighbourhood, once a working class social housing project transformed into a mixed
income neighbourhood for urban professionals, yet another microcosm of the
broader housing crisis emerges. Regent Park’s revitalization is symptomatic
of the crisis; private developers buying up huge swaths of the housing market,
allowing the dilapidation of low income units or buildings, and “revitalizing”
the area by mowing down existing infrastructure populated by racialized, low
income tenants, clearing ground and building luxury condos and housing units
in the wake.
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In 2015, Timbercreek Asset Management began the process of “demoviction” (demolition-evictions) in Herongate, an area predominantly populated by
low income immigrants, refugees, and people of colour. The process involved
the destruction of units and the eviction of dozens in the midst of a harsh winter. Despite a valiant effort in building working class power, and organizing
amongst the community, an additional 500+ people were uprooted from their
homes in 2018. These deracinated tenants received little to no assistance from the
asset management firm, nor the city, instead left to fend for themselves within a
housing market steeped in crisis. Instead, tenants turned to their neighbours for
support and developed a strategy to fight the demovictions. While Timbercreek
was intensifying the daily struggles of tenants and the housing crisis deepened in
Ottawa, the company received over CAD 1.7 million from the City of Ottawa in
the form of municipally funded grants from 2012 to 2019 (City of Ottawa n.d.).
Consequently, homelessness is a rapidly growing crisis, a societal ill unlimited
to a single race, gender or creed, but endemic in some populations more than
others. Within Canadian cities, groups most affected by homelessness exist as
customarily the most vulnerable, including Indigenous women, who are further victimized by existing structures of colonialism, white supremacy, and
gendered violence. Black and brown immigrants also contend not only with
socio-political inequality, but struggle with economic disparities compared to
their white counterparts.
Moreover, groups experiencing homelessness report suffering adverse health
effects as a result, including addiction, injury, and sexual assault. Of homeless
adults in Toronto, 40% have reportedly been the victim of a physical assault,
and a further 21% of women experiencing homelessness have reported rape
(Frankish, Hwang and Quantz 2005). Poverty has a direct association with
increased substance use, and with a lack of local policy or social services providing safe harm reduction sites or encouraging the usage of clean needles and
other safety apparatuses, people experiencing homelessness are placed at even
deeper risk. The mortality rate of homeless groups in comparison to folks with
stable housing is also greatly concerning. The rate of death for homeless girls in
Montreal alone is a shocking 31% higher than the general population. In Ottawa,
families have seen the highest rate of homelessness, an increase of 55% since
2014, well over the other demographic groups of single men, single women and
single youth (City of Ottawa 2019). During this same period, around 230 three
and four-bedroom townhouses were demolished in Herongate by financialized
landlord Timbercreek Asset Management with the full support from all levels of
government. While developers and politicians shout from the rooftops that more
construction of housing is needed, the fact is that the housing and homelessness
crisis is entirely manufactured and a product of the capitalist system. In Ottawa
alone, an estimated 20,000 properties sit vacant (Hopulele 2019).
Faced with huge power imbalances and intensified stresses on exploited peoples, how are these practices resisted? In the following section, a clear program of
community organizing and policy reform is put forward.
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Building power towards liberation
At the policy level, there is a strong link between rent decontrol, reduced tenants’ protections laws, and the proliferation of financialized landlords and the
predatory practices they employ to maximize return on their investments. In
the province of Ontario, the so-called Tenant Protection Act of 1997 introduced
vacancy decontrol and a rent increase loophole, setting the stage for financialized
landlords to proliferate. In 2020, Ontario introduced the Protecting Tenants and
Strengthening Community Housing Act, which “aims to speedup evictions by
limiting tenants’ legal defences and in some cases removing the requirement to
hold eviction hearings” (Parkdale Organize 2020).
The financialization of housing as a field of study—primarily the domain of
geographers, economists and sociologists—has provided analyses that have been
uniquely useful to tenants who are organizing against evictions and rent increases
imposed by these corporate landlords. By understanding the tactics their landlords use and that the neglect, rent increases, harassment and displacement so
many tenants experience on a daily basis are the foundation of their landlords’
business model, they have been able to unite and build collective power.
Working class power, in its truest form, need not be derived from liberation
theory and its various off-shoots. At its core, this undisputed form of resistance is
a power harnessed from the ground up, often by populations with limited access
to academia. Instead, these working class communities create their own grassroots movements with the intent to liberate themselves from the crushing tyranny they contend with in their daily routine. True revolution is not born within
the halls of academics, nor the offices of the political elite, never! Revolution
occurs when the most displaced and the most exploited harness the indomitable
spirit of the oppressed and create change.
Some movements have been successful while explicitly contending with the
manufactured limitations of a racial capitalist society, and undertake unto themselves a radical reimagining of a just, equitable future. These movements must
centre the health and care of their interlinked communities, and dig into the definition of creating direct engagement through grassroots organizing. Immersed
in the Black resistance movement against racial discrimination and capitalism,
the 1970’s Black Panther Party developed one of its most influential initiatives,
the Free Breakfast Program for children (Lateef and Androff 2017). Resistance at
its core means taking up the cause, doing the work, and creating a space unbound
by colonial, carceral, and anti-black notions of policing and surveillance. These
revolutionary frameworks are inherently rooted in the stripping of fear and the
transmission of devotion, where the most oppressed among us is able to easily
access not only the resources, but the social services she may require, where a
commitment is made and honoured in recognizing and condemning interlocking dominations.
Intersectional liberation begins within a grassroots framework, and engages
in mutual aid approaches that directly benefit communities made vulnerable
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through youth programs, capacity building, food banks, and similar initiatives.
In developing understandings of transformative justice and critically analysing
state sponsored biases, liberation is not only within sight, but near. Moreover,
community justice is strengthened through amplifying the voices of the most
disenfranchised, affecting civil disobedience, and maintaining solidarity with
other oppressed peoples. It continues when there is a recognition that yes, the
work starts with the people, but it starts primarily within the people, and from
there, radical politics are worthless if they are not centred around the well-being
of communities, mutual aid, and justice.
A plan of action to counter the mass demovictions that have been occurring
in Herongate can be found by looking to struggles in other neighbourhoods, in
both the past and present. In 1968, tenants in the Milton-Parc neighbourhood
of Montreal, directly to the east of McGill University, formed an independent
organization, the Milton-Parc Citizens’ Committee, to refuse a large developer’s
plan to acquire and demolish an entire six-block area consisting mainly of historic triplexes home to working class and new immigrant tenants, to build largescale, modernist, luxury apartments. Tenants occupied the developer’s office,
held demonstrations, stopped traffic, and squatted boarded-up homes. The fight
lasted a decade, and while one section was demolished and phase one of this
massive project was built, tenants were eventually successful, took ownership
and converted their homes into the largest conglomeration of neighbourhood
housing co-operatives in the country (Hawley and Roussopoulos 2019).
After years of victories both big and small in the Parkdale neighbourhood of
Toronto, including two successful rent strikes, preventing evictions and supporting unionizing workers at the Ontario Food Terminal, Parkdale Organize, the
working class group behind these actions, proposes four principles for community organizing, outlined in a report published by a local community legal clinic:
direct engagement, district-based scale, struggles for daily life, and independent
organizing (August and Webber 2019).
Direct engagement involves bringing demands directly to individuals and
institutions who are responsible for the decisions and actions that further harm
or exploit working class people. Keeping the focus at a local district, neighbourhood or apartment building level capitalizes on the energy and connections that
neighbours have amongst each other and avoids broader efforts that “can dilute
attention to Parkdale’s struggles, and siphon off the direct energy needed to win
achievable, neighbourhood-level goals.” Struggles for daily life captures the need
for simply talking to people who are struggling in society, call a meeting and
develop a strategy with clear demands. Finally, remaining separate from state
actors and social agencies allows members to remain focused on their priorities
and engage in extra-legal approaches that contribute to success: “independence
in decision-making, agenda setting and all aspects of organizing are necessary for
this work to succeed.”
Another working class group, called AngryWorkers, that bases themselves on
the margins of west London, UK, in order to work in the low-wage and manual
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labour sectors, takes up a similar framework for addressing exploitation to that
described in the Toronto report. While their principles align, they articulate
their strategy as a rootedness in all aspects of working class life: “A revolutionary
organisation should exist and act within the class, not in its place, or as outsiders.
The program doesn’t exist on paper. … Only by basing our politics on direct
experiences like this, where we are putting down roots in working class areas,
rather than just knocking on their door when election time swings around, can
we build a real, grassroots counter-power—one that actually involves working
class people!” (AngryWorkers 2020).
The Toronto report also provides some clarity of how success is evaluated.
Winning demands is obviously a key indicator. If tenants or workers have prevented an eviction or forced a landlord to drop a rent increase, their efforts have
been successful. Laying the foundations of an organized body of exploited people
was another indicator, as was building a sense of community and developing
support from outside groups including the media, academics and lawyers. Aside
from winning demands, empowerment is perhaps most significant. Razia and
Habon, tenants interviewed in Herongate for this report, “with support from a
translator, explained that ‘we felt helpless because they are a company and they
have more power, it was like we couldn’t fight back.’ After connecting with
HTC [Herongate Tenant Coalition] and learning their rights, they felt better:
‘we were scared, but not as much anymore’” (August and Webber 2019). The
work undertaken by tenants in Herongate will hopefully have lasting results:
“The Herongate Tenant Coalition articulates a different reality to the narrative of Canadian benevolence, embodying class solidarity, denouncing structural
racism, and recruiting allies to donate to their legal case against Timbercreek
Management” (Gomá 2020).
Even while using these indicators, whether success has been achieved by
organized working class people can be a matter of perspective. Both authors of
this chapter are founding members of the Herongate Tenant Coalition (HTC)
and have spent the majority of their lives as renters in the neighbourhood. While
tenants in Herongate were not able to stop Timbercreek Asset Management’s
demolition of townhouses, their on-the-ground organizing work has seen some
positive results. HTC’s mobilization and exposure through adept news and social
media strategies have been effective at reframing the perception of the neighbourhood from a negative stigmatization to one of resistance and radical politics
(Xia 2020).
Tenants have built several legal cases stemming from the mass demovictions of
2018. One is a large human rights case involving close to 40 tenants (Trinh 2019).
After HTC spent almost a year collecting work orders, documenting neglect,
interviewing tenants, fundraising, filing Freedom of Information requests, and
sifting through corporate documents, among other tasks, both Timbercreek and
the City of Ottawa are being brought before the Human Rights Tribunal of
Ontario for a case that details a pattern of systemic neglect targeting a mostly
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Somali and Arab tenant population. With the focus on the collective rights of
a neighbourhood, this case challenges the normative liberal democratic notion
of individual rights and aligns more with the framework of Indigenous rights
(Kulchyski 2013). It also relies heavily on Timbercreek’s own statements regarding their predatory business practices, including those described earlier in this
chapter. Civil cases have also been filed against Timbercreek, for a campaign of
defamation against organizers (Crosby 2019) and for a situation stemming from
an executive lying under oath to a secretive City of Ottawa committee to avoid
a costly repair to a townhouse (Rockwell 2018). The outcomes for all these cases
have yet to be determined (they are stuck in a backed-up and bureaucratic legal
system), but the level of organization and coordination, particularly among a
network of organizers, researchers and lawyers, to build each of these cases has
been impressive. All of these cases, in addition to the mobilization of tenants in
direct confrontation with their landlords, could have a resounding impact on the
future of financialized landlords in the province of Ontario, and potentially on
a broader level.

Conclusion
The flows of finance are global, and the impacts are felt locally. While many of
the tools in pursuit of capital accumulation are employed globally, they are honed
to the specific conditions and legal contexts in which they operate. A case in
point is the proliferation of financialized landlords across Canada. The number
of real estate investment trusts (REITs) in each province are directly tied to provincial rent control and tenant protection laws. Ontario, for example, has weak
rent control and fewer apartments compared with its neighbour, Quebec, but
three times as many REIT-owned suites (August 2020).
Politicians attempt to pass off responsibility for the damage wreaked in the
wake of global finance. This was the experience in Herongate. On June 28,
2018, tenants facing the destruction of their neighbourhood brought their
demands straight to Ottawa mayor Jim Watson. His boardroom table was
surrounded by staff, city lawyers, housing bureaucrats, and the local councillor. Six tenants and members of the Herongate Tenant Coalition were present. The city refused to acknowledge any responsibility for the displacement
of hundreds of racialized tenants, deferring instead to the authority of the
province for jurisdiction over evictions. The reality, as the working class is
fully aware, is that it is our neighbours who are torn away. The housing and
homelessness crisis is felt at the city level. Hotels in Ottawa are converted into
emergency family shelters run by the city, where children return from school
to a small room shared by their family and the parents do not have a kitchen
to cook in.
Exploited and oppressed peoples only have one place to turn, and that is
themselves. By collectivizing the common struggles amongst the working class,
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the power imbalance foundational to class society can be tilted in our favour.
Whether this looks like direct confrontation, public shaming campaigns, or legal
campaigns, the activities of organized peoples in the interest of their own liberation exposes the market system for what it truly is.
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